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JOTA 2014 GB0IVS – Itchen Valley Scouts

The third weekend in October members put together
a JOTA (Jamboree on the Air) station for 31st Itchen
North Sea Scouts at Cricket Campsite in Hedge End,
Southampton. The Scouts were able to take part in
JOTA and JOTI (Jamboree on the Internet) over the
weekend as well as trying Morse code and
semaphore.

One of the Scouts impressed the team by being
able to read most of a station callsign being sent at
20 plus words a minute, this after only being
introduced to Morse code the previous day. We
shall have to keep in touch with this group!

Brian G0UKB introducing the station before handing the mike to
an eager Scout.

The site itself presents a considerable challenge for a
portable station. It is in a natural dell with trees all
around. The SteppIR HF beam had to be erected in
one of the few clear places on site and towed fully
erect into position. We soon noticed it detuned
considerably when rotated into wet trees! The plus
side of this RF quiet site was fantastic high take-off
from the G5RV antenna on 40mtrs giving really
Passing a message to Bob at GB0GDS, Greenock
excellent UK coverage.
District Scouts
In the following picture you will see there are trees
everywhere and even at 27 feet the 2mtr collinear
Liz Jones M0ACL
antenna didn't clear the roofline, let alone the
Girlguiding TDOTA Coordinator
treeline.
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Minutes of the Itchen Valley Amateur Radio Club AGM held at the
Village Hall, Otterbourne on Friday 28th March 2014
The Annual General Meeting opened at 20.04
after the distribution of the Annual Report.

and his team for managing the location of a
new venue, and the move.

1. Apologies

Paul Garland G6MCX stepped in to take over
the Property Manager’s portfolio, and has
done a splendid job.

19 Members were present, as noted in the
Attendance Register.
Apologies for absence had been received
from Peter and Catherine Baxter G4EOW,
Brian Jones G0UKB, Liz Jones M0ACL, Rod
Bickley G0EBK, Peter Thurlow G4YUP and
Duncan Keith G3RQF.

He reported that your Club has been active on
contesting as follows:
• 2 Teams in the BERU CW contest
• 2 Portable Field Day contests
• G100RSGB was operated by several
members.

Our Chairman Geoff Morgan G3ROG took the
Chair.

Proposed by Ted Stiles G0BHK
Seconded by David Henley M0XIX

2. Minutes of the AGM held on Friday 8th
March 2013

5. Treasurer’s Report

These Minutes were agreed by the members
as a true record of that meeting.
Proposed by David Henley M0XIX
Seconded by Graham King G3XSD
Signed by the Chairman.
3. Matters arising from those Minutes
None
4. Chairman’s Report
The Chairman’s Report was submitted as part
of the Annual Report. Geoff, G3ROG thanked
• The Committee for their support during
a difficult year
• David M0XIX for running the raffles.
• Peter G4YUP for compiling the contest
tables continually, despite increasing
home difficulties.
• Ted G0BHK for putting together the
Annual Report and Allan Cook G7VQV
for its production.
• The Southampton Club for their
continued training of amateurs.

The Treasurer’s Report was submitted as part
of the Annual Report. After explaining each of
the entries for both income and expenditure,
Ted G0BHK highlighted that your Club
showed a profit of £405 for the year.
The subscription income was £25 down but
raffle income was up by 50%, while sales
tripled, arising mainly from the Auction. There
was an outstanding invoice from the Scouts
for £192 that arrived after our books had
closed, which reduces the income, and there
is no immediate cause for concern, but a
systematic approach to recruitment, retention
would mean an improving situation. Your
Committee should consider holding more
raffles, and 1 or 2 auctions in the coming year.
Insurance cover is now £1m covering injury to
third parties and to members, the premium
falling slightly to £247.
The new challenge will be to cover the rent of
£25 a meeting.
Ted thanked
• Duncan G3RQF and other Club
members for managing the successful
Auction.
• The independent financial examiners
for an efficient job.

The major event was our having to move
Proposed by Quintin Gee M1ENU
from the Scout Hut at two months’ notice,
Seconded by David Henley M0XIX
after 20 years. He thanked Brian G0UKB
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5.1 Membership subscriptions for 2014 / 15

8. Secretary’s Report

Ted G0BHK proposed that the Membership
subscription would change upward by an
amount discussed by your Committee. The
subscription proposed for the year is £20 for
individuals, £30 for families and £10 for
students.

The Secretary’s Report was submitted as part
of the Annual Report, listing all the events that
had been undertaken.
We were successful at the Horndean Quiz, for
the fifth year running.

Proposed by Ray Hills G3HRH
Seconded by Vic Bryant G3NVB

Proposed by David Henley M0XIX
Seconded by Eric Bettles G3KXE

Approved nem con.

9. Appointment of Financial Examiners for
2014 / 15

Ted notified the meeting that subscriptions
were now due and he would be happy to
accept cash, cheque, bank transfer, Direct
Debit or even PayPal, but the meeting was of
the opinion that the user of the latter should
pay any extra charges.

Independent Financial Examiners were
agreed as Ray Hills G3HRH (second year)
and Geoff Morgan G3ROG.
10. Election of President

5.2 Sponsorships in 2014
Ted G0BHK and Colin G4GBP proposed that
we continue our £18 subscription to the
Chiltern DX Club, CDXC.
Also that we
continue to support the Girl Guides’ web page
(£23.99 every other year). Ted explained that
this accounting value appears every year,
since we pay for the IVARC website alternate
years as well.
Approved nem con.

Approved unanimously.
11. Election of the Committee for 2014 / 15
Our President chaired the meeting.
Geoff Morgan G3ROG had notified the
Committee that he was unwilling to stand as
Chairman, although he would be happy to
remain on the Committee, if the membership
approved. The committee proposed was:

5.4 Financial Status
Club funds currently stand at Current Account
Deposit Account
Petty Cash

Larry Dale G2DSY was nominated by Quintin
Gee M1ENU and Seconded by Ray Hills
G3HRH.

£2240.59 ***
£1439.25
£30.32

Graeme Bragg
Paul Garland
Quintin Gee
David Henley
Ray Hills
Brian Jones
Duncan Keith
Geoff Morgan
Ted Stiles

*** less £50.00 in cheques yet to be cashed.
6. Membership Report
In the absence of the Membership Secretary,
a statement was made on his behalf by the
Treasurer that in this past year we had
acquired one new member.
7. Field Events Report
No separate report was submitted for this, but
a section of the Secretary’s Report covered
the items, as well as the Chairman’s Report
above.

M0NSA
G6MCX
M1ENU
M0XIX
G3HRH
G0UKB
G3RQF
G3ROG
G0BHK

Proposed by Richard Harris G3OTK
Seconded by Vic Bryant G3NVB
Approved unanimously.
With the meetings approval, Geoff Morgan
G3ROG assumed the chair.
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12. Any Other Business as notified to the
Secretary

IVARC Membership 2014 / 2015

12.1 Presentation of Awards
1. Clubman of the Year was awarded to
Peter Thurlow G4YUP, together with a
£15 Amazon voucher.

2. Newcomer of the Year was awarded to
Paul; Garland G6MCX, together with a
£15 Amazon voucher.

3. The DX Ladder was won by Vic Bryant
G3NVB, together with a £15 Amazon
Voucher.
12.2 Property Manager
This position will be appointed by your
Committee at its first meeting.

Callsign

2E0DHG
2E0JHD
G0BHK
G0BXI
G0EBK
G0UJP
G0UKB
G0VNI
G0WIL
G2DSY
G3HRH
G3KXE
G3LGA
G3NKR
G3NVB
G3OTK
G3ROG
G3RQF
G3XSD
G4EOW
G4GBP
G4YUP
G6MCX
G7VQV
G8XIX
M0ACL
M0NSA
M0XIX
M1CNK
M1ENU
M6PDR

Name

Surname

Raymond
Dave
Ted
Derick
Rod
John
Brian
Sheila
Mike
Lawrence
Ray
Eric
Mike
Mike
Vic
Richard
Geoff
Duncan
Graham
Peter
Colin
Peter
Paul
Allan
Cheryl
Liz
Graeme
David
Paul
Quintin
Peter
Glyn
John
Dave

Holmes
Capstick
Stiles
Hitchens
Bickley
Fleetwood
Jones
Williams
Williams
Dale
Hills
Bettles
Hayward
Rowlands
Bryant
Harris
Morgan
Keith
King
Baxter
North
Thurlow
Garland
Cook
Turner
Jones
Bragg
Henley
Wilton
Gee
Roberts
Thomas
Bidgood
Mullard

12.3 Plans
General discussion was held on what the
schedule should contain, bearing in mind the
difficulty Clubs have finding speakers. Colin
volunteered to speak on fibre optics, and
antennas is always a welcome topic.
The Chairman closed the meeting at 21:33.
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34 Members

Chairman’s Report 2014 / 2015
I joined IVARC back in May 2013. In October I
was invited to join the Committee as Equipment
Manager. When the AGM came in March 2014
I was elected and agreed to be Chairman. I’ve
enjoyed the last year helping to run the Club,
my thanks to the Committee for their support.
We have been successful in entering the 3 main
RSGB contests in 2014, in June CW Field Day,
July VHF Field Day and September HF SSB
Field Day, (I will leave any reports of these as I
expect the main organisers will fill in details).
Still with contesting, some of our members have
continued to do well in the 80mtr club contests,
also the Tuesday night activity contests on VHF
are well supported.
In particular, Peter
G4YUP goes out portable in all weathers
(unlike one or two of us who are fair weather
portable operators). Thank you, Peter, for all
your efforts, plus all you other club members
that take part.
This time last year we had just moved our Club
location to Otterbourne Village Hall which,
from members’ approval, and visiting clubs, I
hear good feedback and comments.

During the past 12 months we have had a
varied cross section of presentations from ‘High
Altitude Ballooning’ from Phil Crump M0DNY,
to PAT testing by Graeme. Vic gave a good talk
on Broadband antennas supported by photos of
his naval days.
To support NFD in June, Ray & Brian gave an
enjoyable and useful demo of N1MM (Did I
mention at NFD I worked my first ZL!!!!).
Colin North G4GBP gave a good talk on ‘Fibre
Optics Technology’ which I missed as I was
away at the RSGB convention.

All in all the programme of talks and forums
were enjoyed by the Club but we struggled to
get any outside speakers in 2014.
We ran a series of club raffles supported by
David M0XIX, thanks to everyone who supplied
prizes and bought raffle tickets.
I mentioned above the RSGB convention in
Milton Keynes. I, together with Brian & Liz
plus Geoff, attended over a weekend in
October. I was a first time attendee, and I can
only say what a fascinating time I had. It was a
weekend of good talks on a wide variety of
subjects, some of which went right over my
head, but quite a few made me look at Amateur
Radio in a different light. If you can go, you
should not miss it.
We held a good auction in November that
raised over £300.00 for club funds which helped
to offset some of our costs. This year has been
expensive because of repairs and purchasing
equipment. We have a new generator replacing
the yellow genny, the SteppIR antenna
(repaired by Duncan G3RQF) is now back in
action and has been used at JOTA by Liz and
Brian. Also the rotator had been returned for
repair to Yaesu. The Treasurer’s report will
contain the breakdown of repairs etc.
This last year Ray and I, with the help of Brian
and Paul M1CNK, have visited several sites
around Southampton to find the club a good
VHF site for Tuesday night activity and VHF
field day. After much searching, Ray found a
good site in a farmer’s field off the Old Sarum
road, which Ray and I used for the Tuesday
night contests and for 24hrs of the VHF field
day. The only drawback at this moment is the
electric fence around the pig field causing some
QRM problems, but this may resolve itself
when the farmer moves the pigs to another
field. Hopefully not the field we use !!!!
As we are users of Otterbourne Village Hall we
were invited to exhibit a stand at Otterbourne
Fete Jalopies event this last year. The position
we were given wasn’t very good, but a better
place is promised for this year’s event on
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Sunday 28th June.
Peter, our publicity officer, stood down for
personal reasons during the year and Liz
stepped forward to fill the post (thank you, to
both of you). We have had very good publicity
in RadCom, in one issue we had three articles
published about our events and contests.

2014 - 1st backpackers
144MHz contest.
Thorpe Cloud near Ashbourne, Derbyshire IO93cb.

The Club Net was frequently the topic of
discussion by email and at forum meetings over
several months. What band should we use??
Which day of the week? etc. We finally opted
for the Friday nights when we have no
meetings, and they have been a big success.
Many thanks to Peter for running the net.
Now, looking forward to the year ahead, just
before the AGM we will be entering two teams
in the Commonwealth contest – ‘Good Luck’ to
those teams.
We are planning to enter the 3 Field days again,
hoping to improve on last year’s results.
We welcomed several new members to the
Club, some who have recently passed the
foundation licence and are showing interest in
contesting so, fingers crossed, maybe we will
have one or two more members participating.
I hope we will continue to attract new members
in the coming year.
Thank you, to all of you, for the support I’ve
had this year as Chairman.
73 Paul G6MCX
As you can see it was a beautiful day, sitting on
a hill in southern Derbyshire. David (my son)
and I had been to Derbyshire for a long
weekend, staying at the Youth Hostel at
Youlgreave. We had done much walking in the
Bakewell/Monsal/Castleton areas and had to
come home on Sunday. As Thorpe Cloud is one
of the most southerly of the Derbyshire hills we
stopped by and I activated from there. David
went off up the valley to Milldale whilst I used
my 817 to make 2m SSB contacts around the
country. My best was to GM4CXM in IO75TW;
at 361km. Other contacts of note were:
G4ALE/P in IO80BO; at 309km, G5LK/P at
JO01QD; at 304km. A total of 26 QSOs in about
2.5 hours. The 817 (2.5W) and the SOTABeams
2m 5 element antenna did well!
Colin G4GBP
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Secretary’s Report 2014 / 15
The Club has held 20 meetings over the last year,
including 10 talks, 7 Members Forums, the AGM,
the traditional Christmas Social, but the DF Hunt
and barbeque were cancelled. There were fewer
meetings than previous years due to the prearranged unavailability of the venue. This should
not be a problem in subsequent years.

one structure on a warship. It is always a
compromise, but some are better than others. As
ever, it depends on your location, height, and space
available, not to mention surrounding buildings.
Vic had a better take off now that he had moved
from Bishop’s Waltham (low down) to a much
higher venue at Oliver’s Battery in Winchester.

The monthly raffle has been run very ably 8 times,
mostly by David M0XIX. This is a significant
source of income, and more could have been run.

25th Jul Electrical Safety, PAT testing and Risk
assessment. Graeme M0NSA and Paul G6MCX
ably demonstrated how easy it is to electrocute
oneself if the right precautions are not taken. Some
discussion ensued on where to connect earths in
the shack.

The following is a summary of the year’s
meetings.
11th Apr Software Defined Radio. Brian G0UBK
discussed this and showed how it can operate in
several ways, including a FunCube dongle.

8th Aug Members’ Forum: JT65 Operating.
22nd Aug Venue unavailable

th

25 Apr Members’ Forum: Licence Revalidation,
Ofcom procedures and Examination changes by
Graeme M0NSA. The operation of the Yahoo
IVARC group was discussed by Brian G0UKB.
9th May High Altitude Balloon operation by Phil
Crump M0DNY. This fascinating talk had the
members rooted to their seats as we were shown
the balloon lifting the electronics package (and
bear!) up into the stratosphere. And retrieving the
remains from fields in Cambridgeshire.
23rd May Demonstration of N1MM by Ray
G3HRH and Brian G0UKB. This practical proved
critical in the subsequent CW Field Day
competition. Not only was everyone trained in this
logging program, but the operation of “automatic”
sending and receiving CW was made simple for
those not yet fluent at Morse.
13th Jun Since the venue was not available, a DF
Hunt was arranged by Tyler Ward of the
University’s amateur group. Unfortunately, the
equipment to be borrowed from Denis Nicole
M0CYJ was incomplete and so this event was
cancelled.
27th Jun
Mid-Year Auction was cancelled
due to lack of interest.
11th Jul Members’ Forum: Vic spoke about
broadband
antennas.
He
described
the
development of the aerial arrangement and showed
how the technique was employed in the Royal
Navy, combining a number of HF transmitters into

12th Sep Operating HF from small gardens by
Graham G3XSD and Geoff G3ROG. Most of us
have this problem, living in cities. Larry G2DSY
has an intriguing solution having hidden all his
antennas from the neighbours.
26th Sep Members’ Forum
10th Oct Optical Fibre Technology by Colin North
G4GBP.
24th Oct Members’ Forum. A lot of discussion
about a new net frequency and it was agreed it
would take place on 2mtrs every Friday night the
Club doesn’t meet, which is successful at the
moment.
14th Nov AUCTION. This annual event produced
about £311. There was a good turnout by
members, but few from other Clubs. We were
blessed to have some SK equipment donated for
sale.
28th Nov Multi-Club Quiz by Quintin M1ENU
was attended by Fareham and Horndean, and won
by the latter.
13th Dec Christmas Social organised by Brian
G0UKB and Liz M0ACL. There was attended by
some 30 members and guests, and Sheila G0VNI
and Liz provided wonderful savouries and sweets,
while Brian did his usual to flummox us with an
ingenious Quiz.
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23rd Jan Members’ Forum
13th Feb The new IVARC club website was
installed by Brian G0UKB using the tool Weebly
and hosted by them. Brian and Paul M1CNK, with
help from others, have re-created the site. This
includes video help, some of which were shown,
and searching questions from the audience were
well answered.
27th Feb Members’ Forum
13th Mar Using an Oscilloscope by Colin North
G4GBP.
27th Mar Annual General Meeting.

Events
Club members have also been involved in events
away from our usual meeting venue, including a
visit to the Horndean ARC for their Annual Quiz,
which we always win, and did so again. Some are
listed below.
7th – 8th Jun CW National field day: was a very
successful event with 9 operators achieving 663
QSOs, Two tents were erected on the Compton
field.
29th Jun Otterbourne Jalopies’ Fete: the Club had
a stall, but it was not well situated, and only had 3
visitors. But it brought us a lot of goodwill with
the organisers and there will be better
arrangements in future.
5th – 6th July VHF National field day was held in a
field off Old Sarum road 158m above sea level,
near Winchester. We had 7 operators who
managed 19x 6mtr QSOs, 96x 2mtr QSOS and 16x
70cm QSOs which resulted in a score of 25947
points.
26th Aug 6m UK Activity Contest: participants
Ray Hills G3HRH and Peter Thurlow G4YUP.
6th – 7th Sep HF SSB Field Day was organised by
Brian, with Paul, Liz, Ray, Raymond, Dave and
Richard operating. Others who helped to put up
and tear down included Mike and Sheila, Mike
Rowlands and Graham G3XSB.
25th Dec Our regular Christmas day call-in was
chaired by Mike G0WIL.
Quintin Gee M1ENU
Secretary
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A few quick snaps taken at
our Christmas Social

Moving On – Hallo Fun Cube
by
Vic Bryant G3NVB

Introduction
Readers of last year’s Annual Report will
recall my contribution in which I reported on
the first year’s operation at my new QTH at
Oliver's Battery, just outside Winchester. The
big change from the previous QTH was an
improved site with regard to operating HF DX.
The previous QTH at Waltham Chase was at
the bottom of a hill, indeed surrounded by
hills. Not good for any sort of serious radio.
Many years of experimenting with different
types of aerials did not provide that magic
facility of exotic DX.
The Oliver's Battery QTH is on a hill and,
although it has a clear outlook to the East, the
other directions are obstructed either by trees,
houses or electric wires. Nevertheless, it is a
much more promising site. The big activity in
the first year was the move into data modesparticularly JT65 and JT9. Interestingly, I had
a good response on the higher bands to the
South West, The LUs and PYs, and in the
opposite direction into Asia, the Js.
Propagation was unbelievable with, at times,
the computer screen full of Js, including being
called ! I am sure the radiation pattern of my
rather simple 80mtr dipole ( fed by 450 ohm
ladder line and an ATU ) is affected by the
electric supply wires at the same height.
Propagation this year has not been as good.
On that theme I am still looking for a club
project which will enable me to measure the
radiation pattern of the whole aerial
installation - these new quadcopters look
promising.

Development
One of the features of shack construction is
that it must be capable of being updated as
new features become available, and of course
as interests move on. So having explored
the aspects and success of data, where
next ? There is always some need to
“Clean Up” and, during this last year I

succumbed to the adverts and went in for an
Elecraft K3 in place of the ICOM 7000. The K3
is a much more advanced design and
includes features such as a “Tune” button, of
course a comprehensive memory and a better
receiver performance as shown in the
Sherwood
Engineering
Schedule
of
transceiver performance. The biggest change
however is the use of “Tap” and “Hold”
buttons. Tapping brings up a feature such as
“Transmit,” holding brings up a second but
associated feature, in this case: “Tune”. In
Tune, power is applied at a low level when the
inbuilt SWR meter detects a high SWR. As the
ATU tuning proceeds towards unity the power
is gradually increased to its preset level. Very
elegant.

Photo 1.

I have always wanted to see what is going on
the various bands. To that end I built a Radio
Kits “Hunter” panadapter some years ago,
and it has been invaluable in showing the
state of the bands, and of course the activity.
JT65 also shows what is happening, albeit
only over a 2kHz slot. To complete the mix I
eventually invested in the Elecraft P3
panadapter to go with the K3. This is much
more versatile than the Hunter and one could
spend a lot of time playing with the various
controls. I think the way ahead is based on
the use of a panadapter controlling the tuning
of the rig. Photo 1., above, shows the current
set up with the K3 and P3 below, the ATU, the
trusty YAESU 857 and the panadapter above.
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Hallo FUN CUBE
Back in the 1980s a group of undergraduates
in Surrey University at Guildford were
studying space and, amongst others,
concluded that there was an opening for a
range of “Micro Satellites,“ which were small
and consequently cheap to launch, noting that
a launch of a typical large satellite at that time
cost upwards of £50M (of taxpayers money).
Function would obviously be limited to one or
two simple experiments. From these early
studies was born SSTL, Surrey Satellite
Technology Limited. Which, at Surrey
University, included a clean room for satellite
construction and a complete satellite ground
control station. The Company has bloomed
and was recently bought by one of the big
defence conglomerates.

FUN CUBE is one of these micro satellites,
developed by AMSAT-UK as an educational
facility to get school children interested in
space subjects. Available to amateurs too,
utilising the 2mtr band for the downlink, and
70cms uplink. Aerials on the spacecraft are
simple dipoles. Launched in 2013, the satellite
circles the Earth every 90 minutes at a height
of 400miles, together with many hundreds of
similar satellites built by universities around
the world. Photo 2. shows the FUN CUBE
spacecraft with its solar panels ready for
launch. Photo 3 shows the spacecraft with the
covers off.

Nowadays everyone is in on the act and many
universities
are
running
their
own
experiments. Such is the advance that you
can now buy a space qualified kit of parts for
your own satellite in a standard form of 10cm
x 10cm modules, weight not more than 1kg.
Modules can be assembled in multiples
depending on what is required, which brings
us to FUN CUBE.

Photo 3.

Some Satellite Basics

Photo 2.

To get a satellite into orbit the first action is to
fire it upwards at an ever increasing speed until
escape velocity has been reached to overcome
the Earth's gravitational attraction. This is 17000
mph, which is quite fast and accounts for the
enormous rockets needed to achieve this
speed. When this speed has been reached and
the right position has been achieved, the rocket
is turned and falls into an orbit around the Earth.
It is this balance between forward speed ( the
escape velocity ) and gravitational attraction
which keeps the spacecraft in orbit.
At
17000mph it takes about 90 minutes to circle
the Earth at 400 miles up. As the Earth turns
some 22 ½ degrees in that period, the
spacecraft “sees” all the Earth's surface several
times a day.
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Various methods were tried in the early days
of development to stabilise the craft and keep
it on course. These included spinning wheels
(a gyroscope) which was unpopular because
of the energy required,) small “puffer“ jets
(unpopular because of their limited life), to
magnets to align the spacecraft with the
Earth's magnetic field. FUN CUBE uses this
last method. Early spacecraft were made in
the form of a cylinder - imagine a large
dustbin with the necessary battery charging
solar cells around the outside. To achieve
stability it was spun up on release from the
launch vehicle, rotating at 4 revs per second.
Now consider the problems of getting a highly
directional aerial assembly on it, accurately
facing the Earth. The early military satellites
SKYNET 1 and 2 had this form.

Receiving FUN CUBE 1
The FUN CUBE satellite was developed to
provide an educational facility in schools.
When not in use it can be used by amateurs
as a normal relay station. The downlink
“educational” information comprises a BPSK
telemetry word, transmitted every 5 seconds
displaying
currents,
voltages
and
temperatures within the spacecraft as well as
some simple experiments such as Leslie's
Cube (remember). Transmit power is 300mW
at 145.935 MHz.
The ground element comprises a standard
2mtr receiver with a pre-amp fed via a
circularly polarised aerial. The 2mtr receiver
element may be provided by the specially
designed FUN CUBE dongle which is a wide
band receiver with the form of a standard
memory stick, which plugs into the computer
via a USB port. This dongle covers 3MHz up
to almost 2GHz and is a masterpiece of
miniature construction.
Why, you may ask do we need a circularly
polarised aerial on the ground as the
spacecraft only has dipoles? The reason is
the fundamental one of physics - the
spacecraft is rotating in order to keep it on its
course, just as the Earth rotates, and artillery
shells and golf balls rotate.

Photo 4

At night, when not required by schools, and at
weekends, the spacecraft switches to the
amateur service, which is a 20kHz wide band,
145.950-145.970MHz. Photo 4. shows the
aerial with its LNA taped to the mast.

What about the dynamics
What I like about satellites is that the system
calculations are very simple and are generally
done on the back of an envelope. Path loss is:
L(dB) = 92.4+20Log(FD), where F is
Frequency in GHz, and D is distance in kms.
Putting numbers in when the satellite is
overhead gives 132dB and when it is low
down at about, say, 10 degrees, is 140dB.
Moving on to derive S/N, this is given by the
classic power budget relationship,
S/N=204+G(Tx)+P(Tx)+G(Rx)-L-NF-10LogB,
all in dBs, which is why dBs being just a ratio,
are so handy.
P is the Tx power, G is the aerial gain, NF is
the receiver noise factor and B is the
bandwidth. Assuming a dipole gain of 2dB at
each end, a rather pessimistic Noise factor of
6 dB and a bandwidth of 3.5kHz, the resulting
S/N comes out at just over 30dB. Surprisingly,
the measured S/N when the satellite is almost
overhead is about 33dB, and the S/N when
the satellite is down to about 10 degrees
above the horizon, which is almost down to
the south of Spain, is about 10dB. This sort of
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success in the NVB laboratory does not
happen very often, and it is not unknown for
me to be looking round to see what has gone
wrong !
The audio output of the BPSK signal is fed to
a second computer which has the
“Dashboard” programme to do the decoding
of the telemetry information. This shows the
various internal parameters, transmit power,
currents, voltages from the three sets of solar
cells and so on.

What about the speech?
As stated above the satellite switches to a low
power when shadowed and when not needed
by the schools. A band 20kHz wide is made
available for amateur use, 145.950-970MHz.
This is the USB downlink, the LSB inverting
uplink being in the 70cms band.
The Doppler effect has to be addressed for
both telemetry and speech services. The
satellite is travelling at over 4 miles per
second, The Doppler shift is 1pm per mach
number (back of envelope) so putting the
numbers in (145 MHz and 17000 mph) gives
a shift of somewhere about 3.5kHz. Using the
telemetry service it is fairly easy to track this
shift manually, although programmes exist
which allow this correction to be done
automatically.
Listening to the speech service gives a very
different impression. It is quite difficult to track
the speech signals manually, and the
spectrum display is not easy to enable the
tracking of speech signals “walking” through
the band as people try to manually correct for
Doppler.
It has to be said that in my
experience thus far the speech service is not
very satisfactory. Bear in mind, too, that the
satellite is only usable for a few minutes
during each pass. And there are only a
number of usable passes each day.

Photo 5.

Photo 5. shows the setup in the shack. The
left hand computer screen shows as model of
the FUN CUBE satellite as it moves over the
Earth. This enables me to see when to expect
signals to be received as the spacecraft
comes over the horizon.

Display of FUN CUBE satellite as it moves over Earth

The middle screen shows the spectrum and
waterfall – the spacecraft received BPSK
signal appears as a double “spike”.

Looking at the pass predictions, there is only
one in the morning that is considered useful
i.e. with a high angle of cover. This occurs
around 10.45. All others are in the dark or are
at a sufficiently low angle as to be unusable.
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Spectrum display

Is Your Licence Valid ?
Remember that your licence must be
validated at least every 5 years although it
can be done much more often than that.
Ofcom reported in January 2015 that 22% of
current UK amateur radio licences were
unvalidated. At that time they had not yet
started to revoke them.

The dashboard

The right hand screen shows the dashboard,
displaying the telemetry signals received.

Conclusions and Where next?
Although the satellite reception of FUN CUBE
has been a bit of a disappointment, it is clear
that much remains to be done in respect of
decoding the speech signals, and of course
trying to operate an up link in the 70cms band.
In this regard, the exercise has been a
success in that I have been able to explore
this new technology. This is what the hobby is
all about - finding out what is going on and
trying out new technologies.
There are always new features to explore
apart from the well established activities such
as contesting and rag chewing and exploring
the changing face of propagation throughout
the year.
So what is next? I have always been envious
of these people who can say, ”I have just
written a few lines of code.” So is coding the
next big hurdle to tackle - watch this space.

If you have access to the internet perhaps it
would be a good idea to validate your licence
annually either by making a note on your
calendar or by doing it on a memorable date
such as your birthday or maybe Christmas?
The link to the login page on the Ofcom site is :-

https://services.ofcom.org.uk/
It is very simple to register with Ofcom and, if
you are only re-validating your licence, the
latter should take you just a few minutes.
For those of you who either do not have
internet access or prefer not to use that
method you need to apply for Ofcom form
Of346 (11 pages).
This form allows you to Apply for, Amend,
Validate, or Surrender an Amateur Radio
Licence. There is a £20 administration fee if
you are under 75 years of age.
Note: most of these operations can be done
online at the Ofcom web site completely free
of charge.
Form Of346 is available from the web if you
have a friend who can download and print it
for you. Simply search for Ofcom form 346
If you need to apply by post or telephone, the
contact details are as follows:Ofcom Licensing Centre
PO Box 56373
London, SE1 9SZ
Tel: 02079 813131
E-mail: licensingcentre@ofcom.org.uk
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HF SSB Field Day – Compton Field September 6-7
SSB FD is much simpler than VHF
FD, with its two receivers, or NFD
where CW decoding was needed.
All SSB FD needed was the Club's
TS-570 connected to the Club's
laptop running N1MM. After the
NFD success of Richard G3OTK's
fan-dipole, this was used again,
with a separate dipole for the
missing 10m band. The Club's
newly acquired Honda generator
was pressed into service for the
first time, behaving impeccably.
Such a simple set-up - there's even room for coffee
So, scores on the doors: G0IVR/P and biscuits on the operating table
came a very respectable 6th (out
of 29) in the Restricted Section, our best ever result. If we exclude worked
DUPs then our UBNs (i.e. logging errors) were a respectable 8 out of 524
QSOs, although we could do better – as it happens, these would not have
affected our placing.
We logged 541 contacts and 8 DUPs, into 40 countries. Our best DX was
Japan, Saudi Arabia, Armenia and Brazil. 30% of all our contacts were with
German stations, where this contest is taken seriously, and nearly 60% of
our contacts were on 40ms, with 10m and 15m having almost no openings.
It was great to have a first time operator Dave 2E0JHD, join the operating
team of G6MCX, G3HRH, G3OTK, G0UKB and M0ACL. Ray, then unlicensed,
but now 2E0DHG also played a vital role, not only in set-up of the station but
in being dropped into the deep-end and learning N1MM logger on the job
when we had a little pile-up.
Good weather, well-behaved equipment and a great operating team made
this a very successful event – improving next year will be hard!
Brian G0UKB

Setting up the antennas before the Event

Team IVARC with a new member learning the
contest ropes.
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Is Amateur Radio losing its
popularity in UK?
Just a few days ago we saw the headlines,
‘US Amateur Radio Numbers Reach an AllTime High.’ It seems the growth of Amateur
Radio in the US continues to soar with the
total number of Licences reaching 726,275 at
the end of 2014. The trend has continued in
the first two months of 2015, and the figures
quoted do not include the many Club Station
licences which exist.
….but what is the situation in UK ?
If we refer to the Ofcom web site it shows the
total number of active UK licences at the end
of February 2015 was 83,259, of which
20,017 are Foundation licences. From the
figures they provide it would appear the
number of UK licences is still growing steadily
month by month.
…. but can we believe this is the case ?
We need to remember in December 2006
Ofcom automatically issued all radio amateurs
on their database with 5 year licences. It then
subsequently automatically extended the 5
year licences so they did not expire until
December 2012.
We are told we must
‘validate’ our licences at least every 5 years,
but it is well known that more than 20% of
current licences remain ‘unvalidated.’ So
should we assume all those ‘unvalidated’
licence holders have either given up the
hobby or become silent keys ? Certainly
Ofcom has not yet started to revoke these
‘unvalidated’ licences.
In recent years there has also been been
duplication of licences as amateurs have
progressed
through
Foundation
level,
Intermediate, then to Full (Advanced).
Licence holders are allowed to validate each
of the 3 callsigns they are issued with as they
progress to the Full licence. So it would
appear the number of active licences may be
considerably greater than the number of
active UK radio amateurs.
Perhaps a clue to the real situation came from
the RSGB last September when it reported a
decline in Society membership and falling
numbers taking the Foundation exam ?
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VHF NFD 2014

by Paul M1CNK

Location
Following the last Club entry at VHF NFD, it was recognized that a better site was required. For
weak signal VHF work, the main propagation method is tropo scatter. This requires a low angle of
take off (approx 9-12dB is lost for every degree above the horizon). In order to have a low angle of
take off, you need the antennas to be high enough above the ground and have a clear radio horizon.
Ideally the site should be a small round hill sloping away in every direction, but these are generally
really difficult to find, or have other structures in the way (e.g. the monument on Farley Mount !)
However, second best is a site elevated enough to have a clear radio horizon for +25kms. Sadly the
2013 site had an upward slope which really dented coverage in a number of directions. A number of
suggestions were made and using software called MicroDEM it was possible to evaluate the radio
horizon. After a few false starts, Ray G3HRH found a site near Farley Mount which showed promise
– as can seen in the MicroDEM plots below:

The Map plot with false coloured elevation data shows the distance to the horizon (as does the top
graph). The horizon blocking angle is shown in the lower graph. This shows that generally the best
take off angle is very close to zero (or even below to the South) but that there is a slight hole between
200 and 270 degrees caused by the monument at Farley Mount. However, given that stations to the
SW of the site are limited in number/range by water, it was felt that this limitation could be lived with !

Strategy
On previous years, the Club had entered either the ‘Restricted’ or ‘Low Power’ sections and had used
simultaneous stations on 6m, 2m and 70cm. However, this year the number of operators was
expected to be down so we decided to enter the ‘Single Transmitter’ section. Here you can only
transmit on one band at once although you can listen on multiple frequencies. Hence we decided to
collocate the stations into one tent with two rigs – an Elecraft K2 and transverter for 2m and an
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IC-7100 for 6m and 70cm. The idea was that whilst one rig was running, the other could search for
other stations on the same heading but on different bands. The run operator could then temporarily
pause while the S&P made their contact. In general this approach worked, although sharing a PC for
logging didn’t !

Setup
Setup went well. We used the club trailer mast with a scaffold pole extension to mount the beam for
the 3 bands. The rain held off whilst setting up and all was ready to go by 15.00. Many thanks to
Ray G3HRH, Richard G3OTK and Paul G6MCX for sterling work getting the antennas and tent up
with me during the morning. It did turn a bit wet during the afternoon but nothing too bad. The
Sunday was also good.

Results
On 2m, the Club did really well, coming second. On 6m and 70cm, the results were a bit more
patchy with the end result being the Club came 5th out of 7 in our category. We also had a mention
(and photos) in RadCom. Thank you to all club members who turned out to operate and help take it
all down.

Lessons Learnt
Overall this was arguably the best VHF FD the Club has had for a while. There were some lessons
to be learnt – logging on one PC is not a good idea and delaying using 70cm until midnight cost us
points. However, these are easily rectified, so we are good to go again for this year.
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Small Garden Antennas
The role of loading
by
Graham King G3XSD
Introduction
Last year I covered the importance of a truly effective RF ground system when using Inverted L and
T antennas for those that don't have room for a balanced antenna for the low bands: 80m and 160m. In this
article I want to look at how to keep the radiating element as small as possible and how to get the highest
radiation resistance and efficiency.
What is an antenna?
An antenna is an 'opened out tuned circuit' and, as such, has inductance, capacitance and resistance.
We would hope to resonate it within the amateur band of interest and, in a small UK garden, the chances are
that the antenna length achievable will be 'short' compared with a quarter or half wave. My interest here is
in antennas worked against ground, so generally we will be dealing with the quarter wave case, but the
principles apply to balanced antennas too. Short antennas are said to be 'capacitive', implying that we need
to add inductance to achieve resonance. What we are talking about when we say this is the 'feedpoint'
impedance. A short antenna exhibits a capacitive feedpoint impedance and will need inductance at the
feedpoint to resonate it. This is true, but it is a limited viewpoint.
Let's consider the antenna as a whole. As previously mentioned, it is a tuned circuit. What is the
formula for resonance of a series tuned circuit?
fr=

1
2 π √LC

Resonance is inversely proportional to the product of L and C, so to make a short antenna electrically
longer, thus resonating at a lower frequency, will mean we have to increase the value of L or C. This is, of
course, what we need to do to make a short antenna in a small garden operate on the lower bands. What do
we need to do again? We need to add L ( inductance ) OR add C ( capacitance ) to the short wire. Which is
appropriate rather depends on where we try to add it.

Top, bottom, or intermediate loading
The bottom of the antenna is invariably the feedpoint in an inverted L , T, or vertical. Wherever we
decide to load the antenna the characteristics of the loading method should make it effective. Assuming a
vertical or inverted L is approaching a quarter wave, the effective loading would be inductance - a loading
coil. Inductance requires current flow and current flow is greatest at the base of the antenna ( the feedpoint ).
Current flow is still significant up to about 66% of the length of the antenna type in question. So, a loading
coil is a good thing for resonating a short aerial when applied at the bottom or the near the middle of the
wire. In fact the radiation efficiency is improved the further along the wire that the loading coil is placed.
Also, the closer to the 66% point we go, the more inductance ( turns on the coil ) are needed . More on this
later. However, the final 33% leading up to the open circuit end of the wire sees a dramatic current
reduction and current is zero at the open circuit termination. At the 'end' or 'top' of the aerial, inductive
loading is useless.
Top loading can be achieved, but by only an addition that is 'voltage' operated. Capacitance could
be described as such, and so to 'load' or 'lengthen' an antenna electrically by adding top loading means
adding capacitance. A capacitive loading device is often referred to as a 'capacitance hat'.
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Why choose one or the other?
There are good reasons for employing both in the same antenna design. Coils achieve the greatest
shortening effect for the physical size involved, but they inherently have losses. These losses are mainly
caused by the resistance of the coil wiring itself. Capacitance does not have these losses and so is much
more efficient. The ideal trick would be to use a capacity hat, as it will provide electrical lengthening, thus
reducing the number of turns on the loading coil to achieve the electrical length required by the combination
( and thus reduced losses ). Figure 1. shows the most effective form of 'hat'. The end of the antenna
connects to the centrepoint and the 'wheel' should be at right angles to the wire, like the end of a ski pole!

Figure 1. A capacity hat
BUT, there is an even greater reason for using a capacity hat. Every tuned circuit has a value for its 'Q'.
High 'Q' means narrow bandwidth whilst low 'Q' means a wider bandwidth. The well known formula for
the relationship is:
BW =

fr
Q

but the formula for Q is:
Q=

√

1 L
R C

Especially on the lower bands, as we physically resonate shorter antennas by adding inductance, it can be
seen that the Q of the antenna will rise and the bandwidth of the antenna will get narrower and become an
inconvenience. For example it may not be possible to cover a large portion of the 80m band with a low
SWR without retuning.
From the same equation for Q, it will be realised that increasing C by adding top loading ( a capacity
hat ) will result in the need for a smaller value of L for the loading coil, and this will reduce the Q of the
aerial giving a much bigger frequency coverage without retuning. It is, of course, feasible to load a
shortened aerial solely by top capacitance, but the shortening of the overall length will be less. Given that
capacity hats that are mechanically robust tend to involve radial spokes with a circular conductor, a rough
guide is that the shortening will be equal to the radius of one of the spokes plus half the circumference of the
circular wire. Use of Top capacity only loading results in a very high radiation efficiency. Using a coil,
too, would give less efficiency, but a potentially shorter antenna, albeit more lossy. Clearly it's a balance to
be struck for each design and set of circumstances. What balance between capacity hat and loading coils is
chosen depends on how much shortening is needed so....
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How short can we go?
Almost any amount of shortening is possible with sufficient L and C added, but does it make sense?
Did you know that when dealing with monopoles or dipoles that the sinusoidal current distribution is
such that 87% of the antenna's radiation is done by the first 67% of the antenna? The end 33% only radiates
13% of the total energy being radiated by the antenna. This is a great discovery which literally means that
we can remove 33% of an antenna's physical length and pay a penalty in loss of only 13% or about 0.6dB.
If we try to shorten further than this the penalty rises dramatically though.
For a monopole ( an inverted L, say, ) on 80m the full size quarter wave would be 66 feet, but the
minimum efficient size would be 43 feet, and the shortening by 23 feet could be achieved by the use of a
loading coil ( bottom or intermediate position ), with the coil losses kept to a minimum ( least number of
turns ) by the use of a capacity hat. The hat also contributes to a wider bandwidth of operation. If we are
seeking to make a short dipole, the above figures will apply to each leg, so, the minimum size for an 80m
dipole would be 86 feet. Two coils and two hats would be needed.
Another consideration when making antennas smaller is the effect on 'aerial aperture.' What we
have previously discussed in this article is primarily about how to achieve efficient transmitting
performance with shorter wires! Receiving performance depends on the effective area of an antenna when
receiving. The arriving signal flux from a remote transmitter cuts the receiving antenna inducing voltages
and currents into it. The shorter the receiving wire the less the aperture and the smaller the induced voltages
and currents. A good approximation of the aperture is the gain of the antenna. This is because aperture is
proportional to gain. Significantly short antennas will have less gain than a full size equivalent, so you
might not hear weak signals and thus not be able to work those stations when a full size antenna will allow
you to do so. In the end you can only make the best use of the maximum aerial run available, but the rule is:
Shorten only as much as you absolutely need to. For receiving there is no substitute for physical size.
Bend the ends around to help to fit your antenna in. If the ends have to turn down or even back on
themselves it is not a big deal. Few people realise that these two options are a form of capacity hat!
Bending down or bending back the wire on itself is in fact the lowest loss form of loading. These methods
are far more efficient than adding a coil!
Another reason for using capacitive loading
Many people use an antenna coupler ( automatic ATU at the base of the antenna ) to make their
inverted L, T, or vertical, a multi-band device. Because these auto-tuners can only contain a given number
of switched inductors and capacitors, then there will only be a given number of points where a near perfect
match can be achieved. On the low bands ( 160 and 80 ) these points are further apart in the spectrum. If
the Q of the antenna is typical i.e. say 100, then on 3.5MHz the bandwidth is about 35kHz. The perfect
match points may be further apart than this and if two matching points are equidistant from the frequency
we are trying to use, then the tuner may keep switching from one to the other in a vain attempt to optimise.
This will be unpleasant to hear and may also wear out the relays in the tuner! Adding a capacitance hat will
reduce Q, and increase the bandwidth of the antenna making it easier for the tuner to find a stable setting.
Aerial Efficiency and Radiation Resistance
Last year's report article concentrated on ground systems and how to reduce their losses. Turning
now to the radiating element of the antenna: the resistive part of the input impedance of an antenna is made
up of the sum of loss resistances and radiation resistance. Just to recap: Radiation resistance is an ohmic
value that would account for the radiated power from the antenna. It is simply a modelling concept per se,
but if the loss resistance remained the same and the radiation resistance were increased, this would imply
increased efficiency ( more energy radiated than before but losses remain the same = increased efficiency ).
W8JI in a 2004 paper listed the things we should do to make a small antenna as efficient as possible
and first on the list was:
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•

Make the current as uniform as possible over the length of the antenna by using as much capacitance
as possible at the antenna end(s)

This is strong support for capacitive top loading. In figure 2 below the capacity hat (far right) is shown to
be the most effective form of loading that achieves the most uniform current distribution.

Figure 2. Current distribution over antenna length with different loading methods

As the antenna designed frequency gets lower the less the fraction of energy supplied to it is radiated.
Another way of saying this is that its radiation resistance decreases. When we operate on the low bands 40,
80, 160m the antenna radiation resistance can fall to a few tens of ohms. An inverted L, or T operating on
80m will have a radiation resistance of about 20 or less ohms. This is why we have to be ultra careful about
losses, especially with antennas worked against ground, such as those needed to work the low bands from a
small garden. Keeping the radiation resistance as high as possible by increasing the 'effective height ' is
important. What is 'effective height'. It is an equivalent height that is what the height or length would be if
current was distributed uniformly. Figures 3 and 4 show this.

Figure 3. 'a' folds back to fill 'b'. The resulting height of the rectangle is (H) the effective height
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Figure 4. The increase in effective height (H) achieved by top capacity loading
Figures 3. and 4. show how capacity hats increase (H) the effective height. This can also be seen in
Figure 2. W8JI, in the bullet point above says, in different words, that increasing the effective height makes
a small antenna more efficient. Given that loss resistances are not affected, then making the antenna more
efficient implies that we have increased the radiation resistance, and this is true. The implicit link between
Radiation Resistance and effective height H can be proven and the relationship between the two is given by
the formula:
Rrad =160 π

2

( )
H
λ

2

Plugging in my own inverted L data yields a radiation resistance of about 18 ohms. My measured current at
the base of the antenna on 80m is about 1.5 amps. This means I am radiating approximately 40 watts for
100W input which is 40% efficiency. This is quite good for an 80m monopole. Operating on top band
( using a loading coil and the same antenna ) would be lucky to be half as efficient, with the radiation
resistances in the order of 10-12 ohms. Back to 80m: a shortened dipole or doublet would perhaps be
twice as efficient as a monopole, but what difference would this make to the far field at a distance?
Assuming twice the signal power received it might mean half an S-point. But, it might not! The inverted L
radiates much more energy at low angles than a doublet. Also the inverted L is truly omnidirectional
whereas a horizontal dipole or doublet has a figure of eight polar. The shortened doublet or dipole is better
for NVIS ( Near Vertical Incidence Skywave ) operations such as the RSGB Club contests, but the
Monopole (inverted L) may radiate more energy at low angles. So, high efficiency is good, but polar
diagrams need to be taken into account too. It is 'horses for courses'. Also, the best option theoretically is
the vertical dipole or loaded doublet because it has high efficiency and a low angle radiation pattern.
Unfortunately, it is impractical unless you can support 86 feet vertically with 43 feet of feeder! A use for
that Quadcopter Christmas present? Watch out for ATZ and MATZ (Aerodrome Traffic Zones) where 0 to
2000ft is out of bounds! Clearly this is another factor, - practicality.
Feeder issues
Achieving shortening by choosing a monopole antenna brings with it some potentially problematic
issues. Some call the main problem 'RF in the shack'. However, this is conceptually wrong! If you have an
effective antenna you will have RF in the shack every time you transmit! What people mean by this is that
the antenna return currents are appearing in cables and kit in the shack. Monopole users need to pay great
attention to providing an RF current path to earth at the antenna. If it is less than perfect ( very low
resistance ), it may be that current may have an easier path back through the coax to the equipment earth in
the shack. With a poorly earthed monopole such an RF current could approach a significant portion of the
full antenna current and then you will have RF burns or tingles when touching the rig, lots of TVI and so on.
So, make sure your RF earth at the antenna is excellent and that you have a choke balun at the antenna ……
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end of the coax. A choke balun makes the coax outer a high impedance path at RF.
One way of completely avoiding these issues is to use a remote tuner ( aka an Auto coupler ) at the
base of the antenna. As long as the tuner chassis is effectively earthed you will never have 'RF in the shack'.
A bonus will be that your monopole will be a multiband antenna. All you will need to do is avoid the
forbidden lengths, see www.ivarc.org.uk/downloads/presentations and select HF antennas for small
gardens.
How to design an effective inverted L
Engineering is about compromise, but there are good compromises for the small garden.
The starting point is to decide on the lowest frequency band that you want to operate on. In my case this is
80m. A quarter wave on 80m is 66 ft. The aim, then, is to achieve an equivalent of 66 ft in the shortest
efficient length. Very good performance can be achieved on the low bands with as little as 43 feet of wire
( vertical and horizontal ), using a capacity hat and a loading coil.
 Design your capacity hat and determine the wire shortening it will contribute.
(A rule of thumb is that the capacity hat is equivalent to a wire shortening of the sum of its radial length +
half the circumference. )
 Work out the length value for your capacity hat and add this to your actual wire length.
(Let's say the hat contributes 5 feet, then with 43 ft of actual wire, the hat plus wire is 48ft. - the coil will
need to contribute the equivalent of 18 ft)
 Determine the parameters of your loading coil. This probably starts with the dimensions of your
proposed coil former.
 Decide on the wire thickness you will use.
 Plug in your values to a coil design program
(Enter the frequency you wish to resonate your antenna on ( in my case I would choose 3.550 MHz in the
CW end of the band). Remember to place the coil at about 66% of your wire length. Generally, shorter
length and fatter diameter is best for lower loss, but do not go 'square' or 'over square' as the advantage soon
disappears.)
 Read off the number of microHenries and the turns required and make up your coil
There are many online programmes for calculating loading coils e.g.
www.see.ed.ac.uk/~jwp/radio/software/loading.html . Alternatively you can download programs for the
purpose, e.g. addaload.exe for calculating the inductance needed and solnoid3.exe for calculating the
number of turns. These programs can be obtained from: http://www.zerobeat.net/G4FGQ/page3.html .
These are DOS programs and so need no installation. In Windows just download and run. In Linux these
programs work fine under Wine, but don't forget to tick 'make executable' under properties.
How to design a short doublet or dipole
Follow the process above, but do it twice, once for each leg of the doublet.
Conclusions
You can squeeze a low bands antenna into a small garden, but there are miniaturisation limits if you
want to radiate well enough to compete. As important as the factors discussed above is the importance of an
effective ground system if you are achieving smallness by using a monopole antenna. Take time to read my
Annual Report article of last year (2013) entitled 'RF Ground, Counterpoises, and Elevated Radials'. If you
cannot find this, e-mail me on g3xsd@ivarc.org.uk
Although it is not necessary, learning to use an aerial modelling package can give you extra insights
about the performance of your creation. MMANA-GAL runs in Windows and in Linux and is free. It can
be downloaded from: http://www.softpedia.com/get/Science-CAD/MMANA-GAL.shtml
If you want to use your loaded antenna for multibands then you can, but it will require an ATU or better still
an auto-coupler at the feedpoint.
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Contesting and my /P changes
by Peter G4YUP
This article is to help new members
understand what Contesting means and give
a progress report on my portable operation,
plus some results.
My only knowledge of contesting was ‘rude
foreigners running kilowatts’, but my mentor
Brian, G0UKB (and Liz), introduced me to
80m CC (Club Championship), and then
UKAC (Activity Contests). Participating in
these RSGB events has given me a lot of
pleasure, especially discovering what a nice
bunch of chaps other competitors are. There
are many contests, but I will just cover the
ones which I regularly enter.
RSGB 80m Club Championship starts in
February and ends in July, it starts at
20:00hrs, but the day of the week changes, so
you have to check the calendar. In the past I
have wondered why the band was so quiet,
only to discover the contest took place the
previous evening. There are three modes on
different evenings, SSB, CW and Data (which
can be RTTY and or PSK).

Running 80m data in a CC contest

It’s valid to work the same station in both data
modes. The exchange is RS(T) (everyone
always seems to give 59(9)) + serial number,
(starting at 001). Accommodating an 80m
aerial can be a problem, and at first I used two
80m mobile whips as a dipole. I also treat CW
as data by using CWget to decode (these
days I get a mental block with Morse) and
N1MM to send Macros. Fortunately, the Club
has several top CW operators who get
amazing scores.
My favourite contest is UKAC, as it is much

slower than 80m CC.
These run every
Tuesday from 20:00 to 22:30 GMT. The first
Tuesday is 144 MHz, second 432 MHz, third
1.3GHz, fourth 50 MHz, and if there’s a fifth
Tuesday, 70MHz. There’s also a section for
SHF, they earn every point, but we haven’t
entered so far.
The rules can be found on the RSGB web
site, but can be confusing. If you’re entering
for the Club you don’t have to be an RSGB
member, as the Club is affiliated. Once you
are in contact the exchange is, call sign,
signal report, serial number (starting from
001), and QRA locator. If you don’t know your
QRA locator go to the following web address http://qthlocator.free.fr/index.php
Find your
location on the map and ‘click.’ to display your
locator.
If you are using the free logging program,
Minos, when you enter the details it will give a
bearing and distance in Kilometres based on
QRA locators. These distances are totalled
and multiplied by the number of different
locators you’ve worked, ie IO90, IO91 etc.
This year the M7 rule was introduced,
allowing continental contacts squares to score
as a single multiplier, and UK contacts as a
double multiplier, confused, let Minos sort it
out for you.
There are sections based on your power
output, scores are normalised, and this result
determines the Club’s, and your personal
overall position. Whilst horizontal aerial
polarisation is the norm, many contestants
only have a simple vertical collinear. This will
limit the number of stations you can work, but
you can still give the Club valuable points that
accumulate over the year. Those wanting to
see how their aerial is performing will like the
map you can view when uploading your
results, showing where your contacts were
located.
Another contest I’ve entered is AFS Super
League, which consists of 6 legs from Top
Band to 70cm. This ran from Oct 2014 to Feb
2015, so far the final results haven’t been
published. Last year the Club was 18th out of
113 clubs, not bad as it was poorly supported.
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As my home location is in a dip, I enter UKAC
working portable. I’ve made a few changes to
my set-up since the last annual report, to my
aerials, and adding 23cm capability. I still use
an Icom IC 7100 for the other bands.

with numb hands, but we soldier on to give
the Club some points. When members tell us
how well they did on the night, they usually tell
us their furthest distance contact, which often
is a different multiplier square. To give some
idea, my best distances on the popular bands
in 2014 were - 2m 675km GM8FFX, 70cm
OZ7KJ 907km, 6m CN8LI 1981km. There’s a
big luck element, QSB, pile-ups and aerial
alignment.
Average distances would be
around 250k, less for 23 cms. You think
you’ve done well until you look at the scores
claimed by the big boys, often millions, but
probably in prime positions, running maximum
power into vast aerial arrays.
So what did the Club score in 2014 ?
UKAC overall Club position.
2014 19th out of 110 clubs. 2013 30th out of
110 clubs 2012 43rd out of 113 clubs.

Setting up my 8 element 2m antenna

Mike, at Alton Antenna Arrays, produces a
range of portable aerials. They work very well
and easily fit in a car, but I wanted more ERP.
I spent a lot of time working out how I could
accommodate larger higher gain aerials. After
much discussion with Mike I now use all
Yagis; 8 element 2m, 15 element 70cm, 3
element 6m and a 5 element for 4m (a lot of
aluminium in the air!). They are easily
assembled, fit into the car, and work very well
in all weathers. Thanks to Mike, my overall
position in 2014 UKAC was 29th out of 572
stations. I use a Tonna for 23 cms as Mike
doesn’t make anything for that band.

Club position by band.
144 MHz
2014 25th out of 100 clubs. 2013 23rd out of
97 clubs. 2012 34th out of 92 clubs.
432 MHz
2014 18th out of 73 clubs. 2013 28th out of 73
clubs. 2012 54th out of 64 clubs.
1.3 GHz
2014 17th out of 51 clubs. 2013 44th out of
45 clubs. 2012 No entry.
50 MHz
2014 17th out of 85 clubs. 2013 23rd out of 75
clubs. 2012 35th out of 74 clubs
70 MHZ
2014 18th out of 56 clubs. 2013 33rd out of
49 clubs. 2012 No entry.
Members overall position in 2014, out of
646 stations.
G4YUP 29th. M1CNK 214. G6MCX 277.
G3HRH 290. M0ACL 296. G0UKB 317.
2E0KCL 449. G4GBP 476. G0BHK 560.
G3ROG 593.

My 23cm portable set-up

Weather has been a major problem, freezing
cold, rain lashing down, not the best of
conditions for rigging in almost total darkness

The Club is gradually increasing its position
every year. We entered every Tuesday except
for one night. Every section entered shows a
red, ‘going up’ arrow for the Club’s final
position. Looking at some of the leading clubs’
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results, you'll see many have 2 to 4 times the
number of members we have regularly
entering, and also benefit from being in the
Midlands. For our beams the only way is up !
To see the results in more detail http://www.rsgbcc.org/cgibin//vhfresults.pl?ContestSeries=Overall%20U
KAC&year=2014

2014 Commonwealth
(BERU) contest

80m CC 2014 results.
Overall, the Club was 13th out of 51 clubs in
our section. In 2013 13th out of 54 clubs.
As the results aren’t given in the same format
as UKAC it’s difficult to produce similar
information, so it’s best to refer to
http://www.rsgbcc.org/cgibin//hfresults.pl?Contest=80m%20CC%20SS
B&year=2014
If you look at my entry in the results you will
see every week I’m down the bottom with the
lowest score, but as I was the only one that
entered every week I had the highest overall
score in the Club. This shows if more
members just made a few contacts it would go
a long way elevating the Club’s overall
position. You’ll also see when our CW Kings
enter, our score goes up. If only our more
experienced
contesters
entered
more
frequently!

March 2014 saw the entry of two teams from the
Club, i.e. Team Itchen Valley, as in 2013 and a
new entry, Team Digi. This team aimed at
undertaking BERU with virtually no CW reading
expertise, by using a CW reader such as ‘CW Get.’

If you've not entered a contest, and would like
to take part, just ask me or other contesters
for help. Remember, if you only make one
contact, it's extra points for the Club.
8

Congratulations! to our Station Manager
Peter, G4EOW, and his wife Cathryn who
married on 14th July 2014

Team Itchen Valley managed to increase its score
from 7620 points in 2013 to a healthier 11320, as
result of increased experience and very good band
conditions, which allowed many QSO's with
Australia, New Zealand and Africa. The team's
position increased from ‘bottom’ to ‘second from
bottom’, and nearly passed Team Wales.
Team Digi (G6MCX, G0UKB and G4YUP
managed a respectable 3185 points with just 3
operators, which suggested there was scope for
improving the technique by operating in other CW
contests, see later report on National Field Day.
At the time of preparing this report, both teams
have entered for the 2015 event, rebranded as
Team Itchen Valley, Veterans and Team Itchen
Valley, Digi.
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CW National Field Day 2014
The antenna (a set of parallel dipoles), went up to
the top on the trailer mast fairly smoothly, the
generator fired up and, by the start time, Brian was
able to leave us to it. Big mistake, we had not
operated before-hand and we immediately found
that N1MM was not set up for this specific contest.
Brian was eventually tracked down in the
supermarket car park, and was able to solve the
problem remotely, but we lost a valuable 30
minutes.
IVARC decided to enter all three Field Days in
2014, starting with CW NFD, the first time for
many years.
Brian, G0UKB set the objective of increasing the
number of Club members, who would become
familiar with the logistics, equipment and, as
always in contests, to experiment with new
antenna arrangements, power supplies and our
automated logging system.

The conditions on all bands were very good and
we amassed a total of 647 verified QSO's
amounting to 2149 points, "the best result in living
memory" according to Brian. Particular mention
should be made of Chaiman Paul G6MCX who
contributed about half of the QSO's by working
with Richard, G3OTK through the night. This gave
Veterans a chance to come back on the Sunday
morning and pile up even more points!

The chosen logger program was N1MM which
resulted in a learning curve for several newcomers
to NFD, but apart from a few glitches resulting
from unfamiliarity, it was very effective.
After several planning sessions, including a primer
on N1MM logger, Saturday morning arrived to
heavy showers. We were very fortunate as the rain
moved north, which gave the Midlands a very
soggy weekend. For us, ideal basking weather,
and we had to erect a tent over the original gazebo
to reduce sunlight.

The overall result showed IVARC in 20th position,
though another 500 points would have seen us at
13th. The lack of an effective 160 metre dipole had
something to do with this, the 80 metre dipole
appeared to tune on 160 but not radiate!
In total, 7 members operated the station, with the
logistics support of Liz, M0ACL and others, who
came to help and dismantle the station. The old
generator worked well, but was thirsty and the new
one went OK, much more economical, but
required EMC filtering.
Many lessons were learned, a decision has already
been taken to operate all three Field Days in 2015!
Geoff G3ROG

Ideal basking weather
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